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The smartest way of IDEA development

Welcome on behalf of NEURONprocessing - my name is Thomas Tankiewicz and I am the CEO of our Start-Up.  

Our core business is ”Ideation as a Service“ - IDEA Development on the highest possible level. 

NEURONprocessing is a platform on which we offer high-quality IDEA development (Ideation), train professional IDEA developers and IDEATION teams - and provide the necessary software for IDEA development and 

distribution. 

Our "Ideation as a Service" is probably the smartest way of developing IDEAS - for: 

• Companies 

• Organizations 

• Science & Research 

• and for professional and personal development



PROBLEM:
Valid IDEA development

within a few days?
Ideation

SOLUTION:
NEURONprocessing Ideation

within 8 days!
IDEA development

Innovations & new product 
developments

Security for change & 
future processes

Unique solutions & 
concepts

Superior strategies & 
"co-creation" ...

Valid and immediately applicable 
 within 8 days through 

previously defined queries

1. Ideation Software
Our research based 

NEURONprocessor Software for 
Ideation (IDEA Development)

2. Fast & Validable 3. Low Ressources
Low staff retention through 

crowdsourcing to our certified 
IDEA developers

results

We solve the problem of valid IDEA development in a few days! 

The uniqueness of our NEURONprocessing Ideation is our NEURONprocessor software for idea development. 

This enables us to be extremely fast - and to deliver immediately applicable results within 8 days. 

Their application … 

• leads to innovations and novel product developments,  

• provides security for change and future processes,  

• creates unique solutions and concepts -  

• and delivers superior strategies and co-creation. 

These are just four fields of application in an extremely broad spectrum. 

Our ideation is smart for the following reasons:  

1. We use our self-developed NEURONprocessor Ideation software and our work is research-based. 

2. We deliver clear, immediately applicable results in a few days through predefined queries and certified, professional IDEA developers. 

3. Our services are extremely resource-efficient - especially in terms of team size, time and cost - and our service are simply commissioned as crowdsourcing. 



Conventional
ideation

30+ days

7 days NEURONprocessing 
Ideation

„While other 
methods still require 
the coordination of 

schedules, 
NEURONprocessing 

already delivers 
results.“ 

Jan Maas 
Lead Ideationist 

Hongkong Studios

4 days NEURONprocessing
Speed-Ideation

Simply unbeatable fast                    
at lower costs

results

In a multitude of application fields we simply deliver unbeatable fast results: 

  

We estimate conventional ideation processes to take up to 30 or more days, while our NEURONprocessing Ideation averages seven days - and in a Speed Ideation we can even shorten it to four days for suitable 

questions. 

"And while other methods still require the coordination of schedules, NEURONprocessing already delivers results" - according to the experience of Jan Maas, the chief thinker of HONGKONG STUDIOS, who have 

already successfully implemented our ideation in projects and workshops for well-known customers ... 



� IN A NUTSHELL
In our process our customers are only involved on the first and last day - for the purpose 

of developing a project questionnaire and the final presentation of results.

2. Day
On the 2nd day - based on the briefing - the 

resulting task and questionnaire will be 

internally developed. This leads to a cost 

estimate, presented as an individual offer.

On the 1st day - the briefing - we simply 

listen to understand the exact goal of the 

ideation. This only takes 30 to 240 

minutes on average.

1. Day
Between the 7th and 8th day the 

presentation will take place on-site or 

online. The overall view on the resulting 

data will be visualized as a global 

concept or solution scheme.

7. - 8. Day
Between the 3rd and the 6th 

day - after an order has been 

placed - our IDEATION team 

immediately starts the 

process, using our 

NEURONprocessor software.

3. - 6. Day

Let's summarize everything in the following 

The underlying process of our ideation is as follows in detail - whereby our clients are only involved in the first and last day - to develop a project questionnaire and the final presentation of results: 

• On the 1st day - the briefing - we first listen to the client, to understand exactly what the goal of the ideation is. And the whole thing only takes an average of 30 to 240 minutes. 

• On the 2nd day - based on the briefing with our customer - a precise task and questionnaire are developed internally. Based on the resulting cost estimate, an individual offer is prepared. 

• On the 3rd to the 6th day - after placement of the order - our IDEATION team starts immediately with the NEURONprocessor software. 

• On the 7th to 8th day the presentation of our results takes place in an appointment on-site or online. There we visualize the overall results of the project as a global concept or solution scheme. 



SaaS I D E A  d e v e l o p m e n t

I D E A  s o f t w a r e
[ S c a l a b l e ]

Possible due to the 
NEURONprocessor 

I D E A  d e v e l o p e r

Uses structured collective 
intelligence through trained and 
certified IDEA developers - also 
called "Certified Ideation Experts".

Optional usage of artificial 
intelligence in regard to the 
data gained.

Based on brain and perception research: A 
special brain wave pattern that allows access to 
otherwise unconscious information. In addition, 
established patterns of thought and perception 
are "bypassed".

IaaS
The NEURONprocessor puts an IDEA developer into a hyper-
intuitive state - and guides him throughout the entire process of 
IDEA development.

Our fast IDEA development is made possible by the NEURONprocessor as "Software as a Service" (SaaS) - hence the name "Ideation as a Service" (IaaS) - and includes IDEA development, IDEA developers and 

IDEA software. 

The NEURONprocessor puts an IDEA developer into a hyper-intuitive state - and guides him throughout the entire process of IDEA development. 

Our Software is based on applied findings from brain & perception research - which generate a special brain wave pattern that allows us to access otherwise unconscious information. Furthermore, established 

patterns of thought and perception are "bypassed". 

Besides, there is the use of structured collective intelligence through the trained and certified IDEA developers - so-called "Certified Ideation Experts". 

Optionally, we enable the use of artificial intelligence regarding to the data obtained. 



Immediately applicable through the direct implementation in:

 Text  MindMap Jira   Trello   Wrike   Asana   Mural  …

< 20%
NEURONprocessor

Common methods

- Design Thinking, Brainstorming, …

100%

100% level of digitisation

&&… further advantages compared to other creativity techniques.

The data obtained through our ideation is therefore immediately usable since it can be directly implemented in the project and collaboration tools used by our customers. 

This is because we have a 100% structured degree of digitization within the NEURONprocessor software. 

Common methods - such as design thinking or brainstorming - average less than 20 %. Besides, there are other significant advantages to other creativity techniques.



Ideation Example 1
Economical problem solution

!?

Let's look at an economic example of a NEURONprocessing Ideation:  

• The problem was that customers of a financial company did not pay attention to their correspondence - although the ongoing disregard was accompanied by constantly growing costs for them.  

• After the briefing with our client, the following task resulted from this: Development of a solution to increase attention and the earliest possible reaction of the customer in order to increase the profit of the 

company. 

Our ideation process delivered the following solution:  

• The customer did not understand the "text deserts" of the company with their "technical jargon". A communication designer was involved in order to graphically illustrate the constantly growing costs - in the 

event of a persistent non-response to the letters - using a cost curve.  

• Furthermore, the image of our client was transformed to that of a helper whose employees will always find a solution for the client. The response rate rose to 70%.



Ideation Example 2
Technical problem solution

? !

Let's take a look at the example of a technical NEURONprocessing speed ideation here: 

• A high-tech company that also produces for Formula 1 had a time-critical production problem. In stress tests, two specially connected components always tore apart at a certain point. 

• The briefing with the customer led to the following task: what is the problem, why does the error always occur at the same point - and how can the problem be fundamentally remedied in terms of production 

engineering? 

Our ideation process provided the following solution: 

• A vibration caused the adhesive used to break off - possibly due to a transverse tensile force.  

• To prevent this, the carbon fiber component had to be baked at a lower temperature for a longer time, the adhesive had to be diluted and injected with more pressure - if necessary even during a rotation - 

to ensure a more homogeneous distribution of the adhesive. 

These are two examples of a large number of projects that we have already successfully implemented during the development of the NEURONprocessor. Findings from these practical projects have in turn 

been incorporated into the continuous optimization of our software. 



High quality Fast Cost-effective Precise Measurable

Mental Focused Practical use Internal & External

Digital AI Universal Conserving resources

Through certified IDEA 
developers and Ideation 

Software (Saas)

1/2 day to 7 days - depending on 
the complexity of the question or 

task.

Due to the dependency on the 
complexity of the question or task.

Standardized, optimal software 

process leads to precise answers to 

relevant, pre-defined questions.

Proven deeper and more intuitive 
brain access among the IDEA 

developers involved.

Optimal mental state of the IDEA 

developers - instead of 

inconsistent states as with other 
methods.

Instead of an excess of ideas in 

width, the optimal ideas are 

developed in a focused manner 
within the framework of the defined 

questions and tasks.

Obstacles are identified by default 

and strategies are developed that 

help to overcome them.   

Assigning a NEURONprocessing 

Ideation (remote / on-site) - or setting 

up your own team of IDEA 
developers (see IDEA Developers).

By using the software right from 

the start, results are immediately 

available in digital form and do not 
have to be digitized afterwards 

from Post-its, for example, and put 

into context.

Based on the digitial result pool, 

AI can optionally be used for 

various purposes.

The NEURONprocessor is 

universally suitable for any 

application for which our brain is 
also used normally.

Personnel resource-saving answers to relevant questions instead of time-

consuming ideation workshops with employees who are often stressed 

out, outside of an optimal mental state and who possess different abilities 
with regard to the respective creativity technique.

Here is an overview of our other advantages and unique selling points: 

High quality 

Through certified IDEA developers and Ideation Software (Saas) 

Fast 

1/2 day to 7 days - depending on the complexity of the question or task. 

Cost-effective 

Due to the dependency on the complexity of the question or task. 

Precise 

Standardized, optimal software process leads to precise answers to relevant, pre-defined questions. 

Measurable 

Proven deeper and more intuitive brain access among the IDEA developers involved. 

Mental 

Optimal mental state of the IDEA developers - instead of inconsistent states as with other methods. 

Focused 


